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When an economist or investment strategist offers a written opinion 

about the direction of securities markets, that permanent record can make 

the author either a hero or a goat. Having now been in business for 35 years, 

we at SG & Co. are often asked how effective our economic commentary 

has been in gauging the prevailing investment environment’s impact on 

our clients’ capital. We will leave that conclusion to the opinion of the 

reader, but in general we feel that, as contrarians, we have been able to 

stay a step or two ahead of the conventional wisdom of the moment, a 

fact made more obvious during emotional extremes in market behavior: 

1987, 1999, 2002, and 2008, for example. Each of those periods marked 

important bottoms or tops in the stock market, and going against the 

grain of the prevailing market sentiment at the time generally had a 

significant beneficial influence on investment performance. Our long 

term record illustrates the importance of following Robert Frost’s advice 

to take the road less travelled.

So here we are, nearly five years since the epic economic and market 

implosion of 2008, with the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the                 

S & P 500 Index as of this writing having regained everything they 

lost and then some. Throughout this period we have been consistently 

advocating that investors take a long term view, have patience, and benefit 

from owning the great large capitalization American companies that 

have a long track record of paying dividends. Despite the overwhelming 



negative sentiment about the global economic system coming from all quarters, the market 

more or less has followed the script that we have been writing about along the way; nonetheless, 

the perpetual challenge for an investment adviser is not past performance, but what lies ahead. 

The future remains as cloudy as it always has been because it is simply impossible to predict 

events with so many disparate variables. The best we can do is make a good stab at a forecast 

and prepare for logical outcomes in our clients’ 

portfolios.

The overriding elements of the current economy 

remain the same as they have for many months: 

slow, grudging growth in the US (but growth, 

nonetheless), consistently high unemployment, 

low inflation, extraordinary stimulus from the Fed, 

recession in Europe and slower growth in China, 

enormous US corporate liquidity, healthier banks, 

and reasonable profit growth in US corporations. 

We continue to believe that while our economy 

is basically muddling along near stall speed, it 

is still the best house in a tough neighborhood 

with so many issues plaguing other developed 

economies. 

Given all the obvious problems documented every 

day in the press, one could legitimately ask why the stock market has hit new highs recently? 

The answer is not simple, but it is logical. The enormity of the Federal Reserve stimulus program 

has provided liquidity to the financial system, but very little of it has gone into the real economy 

for capital investment. Instead, that money has sought out more liquid forms of investment 

obtainable in the securities markets, and at a time when there are few alternatives for income, 



stocks with dividends have become the asset of choice. As we have stated since our founding in 

1978, dividends do matter! So, can this continue? 

The slogging economy has not provided a traditionally strong post-recession expansion, but it 

may make up for it by lasting much longer than typical recoveries. Stock prices, while certainly 

higher, are still relatively inexpensive based on price/earnings multiples, dividend yields 

and payout ratios, comparison to fixed income, and importantly, the low equity allocation in 

institutional and individual portfolios. 

The recent straight line up in stock prices most likely will be interrupted with a correction/

consolidation, and the market could easily be derailed by geopolitical unrest or consternation 

over further ill-conceived 

government policies. 

However, the larger macro-

economic overlay continues 

to favor long term stock 

ownership for the reasons we 

have mentioned in previous 

editions of Viewpoints: 

China’s slowdown will cause 

commodity prices to decline, 

stimulating the US economy 

in the process; the large 

US echo-boomer population cohort is entering the family formation period with consequent 

consumption patterns; housing is more affordable than ever; and US energy independence may 

be attainable within a reasonable time period.

The final element in a good investment strategy is for a stockholder to act like an owner of a 

business. This means being a long term investor and not a market timer. Sure, stocks do from 
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time to time get way ahead of themselves for unique reasons and it may make sense to sell just to 

lock in a profit, but for the most part, long term ownership provides the best returns over time. A 

stock’s price at any one point in time can be governed by a variety of short term factors, but over 

the long term the smoothing of economic cycles and income from dividends can provide a more 

predictable total return that justifies the risk inherent in equity ownership. 

That has been the history of our stock market for generations, and will be the story the markets will 

write in the future as well. Our prediction, then, in this issue of Viewpoints echoes our comment 

in the previous issue: that the stock market will continue to reflect the “powerful forces of supply 

and demand, population growth, technological innovation, every day needs of the consumer, and 

the inevitability that the human condition desires and seeks progress everywhere.” We want to 

make sure our clients benefit from that strategy as long term investors by prudently protecting 

and enhancing the capital under our care.

 

 


